Love Lights 2019

The Friends of Sauk Prairie Healthcare are grateful to the following donors who purchased Love Light bulbs. Proceeds from the bulb sales support resources for our hospital and clinics.
Special thanks to
2019 Love Light Tree Sponsors

Darlene Ballweg
Harold Ballweg
Roberta Becker
Jerry Boettcher
Merl Breunig
Monte & Patty Cook
Rhonda Fauerbach
Friends of Sauk Prairie Healthcare Board of Directors
Cindy Hermsen
Suzanne Hooverson
Edi & Lloyd Kippley
Donna Knickmeyer
Shawn Lerch & Lisa Theis
Deanna Lord
Marlene Ludolph
Dottie Maly
Carol May
Barbara Ploetz
Lyla Sprecher
Marilyn Sprecher
Sharon Sprecher
Susan Strzalkowski
Mary Zins
Albers, Shirley
_In Memory Of_
Lenard Litscher*
Rachelanne Bradbury
Sallye (Mabry) Albers
Brent Albers
_In Honor of_
Ron Mallon*
*Military Service Thanks

Anonymous
_In Honor of_
John McAuliffe*
*Military Service Thanks

Ballweg, Darlene
_In Memory Of_
Danny Ballweg
Dale J. Ballweg

Ballweg, Harold
_In Memory Of_
Rosemary Ballweg
Alphons Ballweg
Catherine Ballweg
Carl Miller
Eda Miller
Military Service Thanks
Raymond Miller*
Jerome Miller*

Barman, Monica
_In Memory Of_
Joe Haag
Nancy Skarda Haag
Don Skarda
Ginny Skarda

Becker, Roberta
_In Memory Of_
Benjamin Becker
Sam Cook
Merna Cook
Royal Becker
LaVern Becker
Loretta Becker
Terry Maschman
Jeanne Haroldson
_In Honor Of_
Monte Cook
Patty Cook
Military Service Thanks
Dana Cook*

Berry, Phyllis
_In Memory Of_
Clarice Gluth
Wallace Gluth
Bernita Berry
Bill Berry
Belinda Bradshaw

Bindl, Diane
_In Memory Of_
Nancy Horkan
Ralph Bindl

Bishop, Neil & Kathleen
_In Memory Of_
Dr. Paul & Alice Bishop
Dr. Gibbs & Joan Zauft
Oliver & Tressa DePotsie
Iris Zimmerman
Military Service Thanks
Neil Bishop*

Bladow, Julie
_In Memory Of_
Adam Bladow (5 lights)

Block, Linda
_In Memory Of_
Robert Block
Ryland Block
Arlene Block
Howard Hicks
Freda Hicks

Boettcher, Jerry
_In Memory Of_
Mary Boettcher
Joe Boettcher
Verlyn Boettcher
Hazel Boettcher
Richard LeMoine
Linda LeMoine

Bongard, Lynn & Roemer, Sheila
_In Memory Of_
Lucille Bongard
Eugene Bongard

Bos, Robbi
_In Memory Of_
Robert Eccher

Breunig, Judy, Herb, Nolan & Seth
_In Memory Of_
Millie Noltner (4 lights)
Love Light Bulb Donors 2019

Breunig, Kathy
In Memory Of
Leo Breunig
In Honor Of
Dale Breunig

Breunig, Lisa
In Memory Of
Bernice Breunig
Bill Ziegler
Allan Ziegler
Wayne Ziegler

Breunig, Merl
In Memory Of
Marilyn Breunig (10 lights)

Brickl, Anne
In Memory Of
Leo Straka
Helen Straka
Norbert Brickl
Dorris Brickl
Randy Brickl
Allan Brickl

Buchanan, Judy
In Memory Of
Allen Wickham
Virgil Wickham
Anna Hagen
Bill Wickham
Military Service Thanks
Joe C. Buchanan*

Campbell, Bill & Helen
In Memory Of
Kay Accola
Denman Kramer*
Dwight Pulsfus
Woody Zantow*
Milly Zantow
In Honor Of
Sauk Prairie Hospital Inpatient Nurses & Staff
*Military Service Thanks

Carlow, Willard & Ann
In Memory Of
Kathryn Madison
Lester Madison
Daniel Madison
Mary Carlow
Elvin Carlow

Carlson, Jayne
In Memory Of
David Carlson
In Honor Of
Lisa Carlson
Scott Carlson
Jeffrey Carlson
Lindsay Carlson

Cook, Monte & Patty
In Memory Of
Ben Becker
Sam & Merna Cook
Howard & Mary Leone Rapp
G. Lee Stanclift
Military Service Thanks
Dana Cook*

Crow, Marianne
In Memory Of
Earl Crow*
Russell Enerson
*Military Service Thanks

Douglas, Theresa
In Memory Of
Cecelia Gruber
Alois Gruber
Tom Gruber

Dresser, Ruth
In Memory Of
Tom Dresser
Marshall Dresser
In Honor Of
Bob Dresser
Larry Dresser
Barbara Dederich
Becky Johnson
Carson Dresser
Cecelia Dresser
Madison Roland
Love Light Bulb Donors 2019

Enge, Nita
In Memory Of
Phyllis Sprecher
Gordon Sprecher
Randy Sprecher
Jean Yanke

Fauerbach, Rhonda
In Memory Of
Sidney Selje
Florence Selje
Ryan Selje
Jeremy Baumgartner
Donald Selje
Larry Selje
Julie Fauerbach
In Honor Of
Gracie Fauerbach
Lily Fauerbach
Tim Fauerbach

Fentress, Josie
In Memory Of
Tom Tarnutzer
Sybil Tarnutzer

Foye, Keith & Bev
In Memory Of
Rayce Raschka
Military Service Thanks
Bernard Frey*

Foye, Wendy L.
In Memory Of
Dan E. Hager

Frey, Judy M. & David N.
In Memory Of
Howard Hicks
Freda Hicks
Anna Frey
George Frey

Friends of SPH
In Memory Of Friends Members
Kay Accola
Rex T. Boss
Jean Curtin
Roman Frey
Doris Gasser
Marjorie Gnewikow
Denman Kramer
Milt Laufenberg
Mary Jane Lochner
Nyla Luetscher
Millie Noltner
William O'Brien
Betty Wozniak
Forrest Zantow

Friends of SPH Board Of Directors
In Memory Of
Cecelia Gruber

Froese, Karen
In Memory Of
Karl Froese
Josie Froese
Jason Stoffels
Jim Mack
Joanne Hallman
Tom Mahoney, Jr.

Frosch, Margaret
In Memory Of
Randy M. Frosch
Aaron J. Frosch
Jeff Frosch
Dave Schara

Fuchs Family
In Memory Of
LeRoy & Dorothy Fuchs

Green, Jill
In Memory Of
Logan Green (2 lights)

Hart, Edna
In Memory of
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Meister
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar Walch, Sr.

Hartmann-Breunig, Kathy
In Memory Of
Tracy Breunig Joseph
Clifford Hartmann
Dona Jean Hartmann
Kevin Chrisler
Sylvester Breunig
Marie Hunt
Doris Hartmann
Walter Hartmann
Love Light Bulb Donors 2019

Hermsen, Cindy
In Memory Of
Ambrose Hermsen
Jim Hermsen
Marge Jaynes
Arlene Schmit
Betty Sue Boylen
Gary Boylen
Gayle Werme
Patrick Werme*
Dean Thompson
*Military Service Thanks

Holway, John & Mary
In Memory Of
Aaron Frosch

Kerl, Laurie
In Memory Of
Rich LeMoine
Linda LeMoine
Hazel Boettcher
Verlyn Boettcher
Joe Boettcher
Mary Boettcher
Alma Patterson
Delbert Kerl

Kippley, Edi & Lloyd
In Memory Of
Bettina & John Hach
Amelia & Joe Kippley
Char Lamberty

Klaetsch, Janis
In Memory Of
Lester Klaetsch
Evelyn Chroninger
Ralph Chroninger
Rosella Klaetsch
Fred Klaetsch
*Military Service Thanks
Gary Sawall*

Klubertanz, Larry & Terri
In Memory Of
Frank Brown
Retta Brown
Earl Klubertanz
Delores Klubertanz
Karen Peterson
Dale Brown

Koch, Bruce & Leslie
In Memory Of
Barb Carlson
Shirley Ladwig
Gary Koch*
Marilyn Sturdevant
*Military Service Thanks

Krippley, Edi & Lloyd
In Memory Of
Bill Knickmeyer
Ryan Knickmeyer
Jean Knickmeyer
Wayne Knickmeyer
Jim Knickmeyer
Dolores Indermuehle
Roland Indermuehle
Ed Sadowske
Judi Baetz
In Honor Of
Kelly Ramirez
Juan Ramirez
Mason Ryan Ramirez
Emily Jean Ramirez

Krupchten, Jean
In Memory Of
Joe Dykstra
Bernice Dykstra
Greg Van Ruth
Ron Dykstra

Koehl, Francis N.
In Memory Of
Marion C. Koehl
Emil Morter
Esther Morter
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Lawton, Joan
In Memory Of
Wil Lawton
Lorraine Lawton
Military Service Thanks
Jordan Anderson*
Leah Spaulding*

Lerch, Shawn & Theis, Lisa
In Memory Of
Virgil Theis
Vivian Lerch
Douglas Lerch

Liegel, Gary & Nancy
In Memory Of
Glen Kamrath
Adeline Kamrath
Phil Kamrath
Daren Kamrath
Ashton Kamrath
Luke Liegel
Elizabeth Liegel
In Honor Of
Sharon Sprecher

Liegel, Marcie
In Memory Of
George J. Liegel

Linley, Becky
In Memory Of
Krystin Bidwell
John Stanko

Lord, Deanna
In Memory Of
Edwin Lord*
Christopher Lord
Ludwina Breunig
Vincent Breunig
Cordelia Meinholz
Peter Meinholz
Florence Miller
Lori Marty
In Honor Of
Erv Breunig*
Bev Breunig
*Military Service Thanks

Ludwig, Kathie
In Memory Of
Frances Cole
In Honor Of
Samantha Hadden
Owen Hadden
Henry Lins
Franny Lins

Marlene Ludolph
In Memory Of
Denman Kramer
Earl Brandt
Kay Accola
In Honor Of
Jeffrey Ludolph*
James Ludolph*
Bruce Ludolph*
*Military Service Thanks

May, Carol
In Memory Of
Herman N. May
Mae E. May
Paul J. May
Harold L. May*
Beatrice May
Sr. (Genevieve) Stellan May
Norma Christ
Brian Christ
Alta Christ
John Schweigert
Barbara Busch Schweigert
Gerald (GJ) Schweigert
Millie Schweigert
Eileen Schaller
Bill Schaller
Irina Ostermann
Gerry Ostermann*
Fred Schweigert
Bernard Schweigert*
Chris Olson
Bill Bremer
Tom Kojis
Sheila Hillison
Steve Kelleher
Jo Gregory
*Military Service Thanks
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Maly, Dottie
*In Memory Of*
Vernon Maly

Michaels, Linda
*In Memory Of*
Jim Klabough
Marge Klabough
Vivian Michaels
Ed Michaels*
Dick Spencer*
Tom Kepler*
Tom Michaels*
*Military Service Thanks*

Millard Konan, Cassidy
*In Memory Of*
Eldon Millard
Frieda Millard
Darlene Millard
Delano John Millard

Nelson, Theo Carol
*In Memory Of*
Hugh A. Nelson

Niemann, Dean & Trudy
*In Memory Of*
Leon Lehman
Donald Niemann
David Niemann
*In Honor Of*
Lincoln Crosby

Sharon L. Nowland
*In Memory Of*
Debra Nowland
Rich Nowland
Sid Nowland
Marcy Stauffacher

Olsen, Katie
*In Memory Of*
Pearl Davis
Jack & Irene Schwartz
Susan Breunig

Paul, Ellen
*In Memory Of*
Denman Kramer
Dorothy Enge
Bob Enge
Harry Paul
Roberta Paul

Viola Paulus
*In Memory Of*
Deb J. Paulus
Edward Paulus

Peterson, Andrew
*In Memory Of*
Mary Feltz (Mimi) (5 lights)

Ploetz, Barbara
*In Memory Of*
Charles Ploetz

Price, Jan & Pete
*In Memory Of*
Karl & Lois Zinsmeister
Jack & Rosemary Price
*In Honor Of*
Jennifer, Sarah, and Ryan Price
Staff at Lodi and Sauk Prairie Healthcare facilities
*Military Service Thanks*
My students and families in DoDDS schools*

Roelke, Charles & Verna
*In Memory Of*
Joshua Roelke

Ruhland, Mark
*In Memory Of*
Roger Ruhland
Lloyd Ruhland
Nip & Florence Hellenbrand

Ruhland, Ralph & Pat
*In Memory Of*
Shelby Jo Lins

Sauk Prairie Healthcare
*In Memory Of*
Richard (Dick) Marino

Schoepp, Chris
*In Memory Of*
Diane Slaney
Jeffrey Daniel Schoepp
Michael Endres
Agnes Slaney
Sarah Slaney
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Schreiner, Pam
In Memory Of
Shirley Brickl
Elsie Wittmann
Military Service Thanks
Josh Schreiner*
Edward Wittmann*

Schroeder, Mary
In Memory Of
Frederick Schroeder
Lorraine Schroeder
Kathleen Klepaczyk
Thomas Klepaczyk

Senter, Patricia
In Memory Of
Wray Senter (2 lights)

Smith, Kathleen
In Memory Of
Douglas Smith*
Bill Hegerfeld*
*Military Service Thanks

Sprecher, Lyla
In Memory Of
Halsey Sprecher
In Honor Of
Dr. Haakan Carlson
Dr. John Koch
Dr. Joseph Spurgeon
Dr. Anthony DeGiovani

Sprecher, Marilyn
In Memory Of
Wilmar Sprecher*
*Military Service Thanks

Sprecher, Sharon
In Memory Of
Daniel Sprecher*
Corey Sprecher
Edward Haas
Susan Haas
Sandy Haas
Stanley Haas
Pat Haas
Clarence Sprecher
Argent Sprecher
*Military Service Thanks

Steuber, Sharal
In Memory Of
Theron Steuber
Minnie Steuber
Louis Steuber
Phyllis Rockhill

Strzalkowski, Susan
In Memory Of
Denise Schwarzkopf
Michael Mecher
John Mecher
Patricia Mecher

VandeBerg, Marilyn
In Memory Of
Kay Accola
Milt Laufenberg

Williams, Shirley
In Memory Of
Wendell Irving Williams
Bernie Bach
Strang Family

Zins, Mary
In Memory Of
Verlyn Zins (2 lights)
Darren Kamrath (2 lights)
Glen & Adeline Kamrath
John Hasheider

Zirbel, Carmen
In Memory Of
Robert Jerome*
Howard Jerome*
Chris Landsverk
Nicki Stock
* Military Service Thanks

Zeman, Judy
In Memory Of
Connie Demuth